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Using Revealed And Stated Preference Data To Estimate The
Scope And Access Benefits Associated With Cave Diving
By: O. Ashton Morgan and William L. Huth

Abstract
In a single-site travel cost model framework, revealed and stated preference data are
jointly estimated to provide the first use-value estimate associated with recreational cave
diving. Focusing on one of Florida's first magnitude springs, we estimate average perperson per-trip use values of approximately $155, generating annual cave diving use
values in the region of $1075. Further, in an investigation of potential site quality
changes, we find that divers are sensitive to scope effects with an additional cave system
increasing annual per-person use values by approximately $100, while improved access
yields an additional $50 in per-person annual consumer surplus. Finally, three additional
model specifications are estimated and indicate that divers use different travel cost
preferences when assessing their revealed and stated preference trip counts but a single
preference structure to evaluate site quality changes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Natural resource management on public lands generates many interesting and complex policy
issues. The competing goals of conservation, recreational opportunity provision, and revenue
generation often clash. In recent times, natural resource managers have also been forced to
search for revenue generation alternatives to supplement shrinking public sector budgets. This
situation is especially true in Florida. The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
the responsibility of managing Florida's public lands and the Division of Recreation and Parks
manages a system of 160 State Parks that combine to put 700,000 acres throughout the state
under public management (Florida DEP, 2009). Approximately 70% of Florida's Parks are
related in some way to a natural spring. Springs are a unique natural resource in Florida and are
scattered throughout the central and northwest parts of the state. The Florida Geological Survey
spring inventory lists over 700 springs (Scott et al., 2004). Of those, 33 are first magnitude
springs, comprising 33% of the total number of first magnitude springs in the U.S.[1] These
springs are the result of Florida's karst terrain, a terrain dominated by carbonate-rich limestone
and rock that is soluble in water as well as a subsurface that readily dissolves with rainfall and
the acidic load it picks up as it passes through soils, resulting in caves, sinkholes, and springs
that provide ready access to an underlying aquifer. In Florida, the underlying aquifer is the
Floridan. As a natural resource, Florida's first magnitude springs produce about 80% of the total
spring average daily discharge of 8 billion gallons of fresh water, and Florida derives over 90%
of its drinking water from groundwater (aquifer) sources ( [Nordlie, 1990] and [Miller, 1997]).
Spring recreational use includes scuba diving, snorkeling, tubing, swimming, fishing, and
aesthetic enjoyment. While no research to date has measured the non-market valuation of fresh
water cave diving, Bonn and Bell (2003) measured the economic impact from the Ichetucknee,
Volusia Blue, Homosassa, and Wakulla Springs. Although this set of four springs does not
provide a true representative sample of all Florida springs, Bonn and Bell (2003) concluded from
their visitor surveys that for a “typical spring” annual visitor spending is marginally in excess of
$17 million. They also noted that visitors to the springs average about $46 per day in spending,
and while they did not distinguish between visitor recreational purposes, they did note that
visitor spending varies significantly by spring.
We develop a single-site travel cost model to provide the first estimate of the economic value
associated with recreational cave diving. The travel cost model exploits the tradeoff a recreator
makes between site quality and visitation costs when choosing where, and how often, to
recreate. In the model, travel cost for accessing the site is interpreted as the price, and the
number of trips taken in the season is the quantity demanded at that price.[2] The main strength
of the travel cost method is that it is based on actual choices (revealed preference) as a
recreator considers the benefits and costs of participation and experience along with the
consequences of their actions (Whitehead et al., 2010). However, a primary weakness of the
travel cost method is that it relies on historical data; therefore analyzing site quality changes,
such as changes in the size of a site or improved site access, might not be feasible because
individuals may not be able to form preferences due to lack of an actual experience. To
overcome this constraint, stated preference methods can be used to estimate site quality
benefits beyond the range of an individual's experience (see [McConnell et al., 1995], [Loomis,

1993] and [Whitehead and Finney, 2003]). A major strength of a stated preference approach is
its flexibility; however, the hypothetical nature of the approach has also been recognized as a
weakness. Overall, the strengths of both approaches can be exploited through joint estimation
of revealed and stated preference data. Essentially, joint estimation has the advantage of
allowing the measurement of preferences outside of an individual's historical experience while
anchoring the stated preference responses to actual behavior ( [Rosenberg and Loomis, 1999],
[Grijalva et al., 2002], [Whitehead, 2005] and [Egan and Herriges, 2006]).
The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, we provide an estimate of recreational fresh water
cave diving demand under current site conditions. Second, the marginal effects of changes in
site quality are evaluated by considering jointly divers’ actual and anticipated trips under two site
quality improvement scenarios. This component of the analysis addresses two specific park
management policy issues. First, as a new cave system at the site of interest was recently
discovered, we are interested in evaluating the marginal effects of increasing the scope of the
cave system. Scope effects are tested by combining data that evaluate divers’ stated
preferences for two cave systems in which one system is a subset of the other. In a contingent
valuation framework, some research has found that an individuals’ willingness to pay increases
with the scope of the public good ( [Carson, 1997] and [Powe and Bateman, 2004]) while others
found scope insensitivity ( [Schkade and Payne, 1994] and [Whitehead and Finney, 2003]).
Here, scope effects are examined in a stated preference contingent behavior framework to
assess whether a recently discovered additional cave system impacts anticipated trip behavior.
The second policy issue concerns potential access improvements to a cave system at the site.
As current access to one of the cave systems at the site (Twin Caves) is only possible via boat,
we test the marginal effects of an improvement in cave access. Improved access refers to the
potential for the County to construct a roadway that would enable divers to access Twin Caves
from the shoreline.[3] This qualitative change in access is hypothesized as being important
because divers would like to minimize the effort involved in accessing the cave system. We
hypothesize that improved access will positively impact our individual welfare measures.
Finally, we examine whether diver travel cost preferences are impacted by stated preference
elicitation strategies or changes in site quality attributes. As discussed by Huang et al. (1997),
when pooling data to jointly estimate revealed and stated preference behavior, a critical issue is
“whether the two types of discrete choices can be pooled together under a single preference
structure.” They further explain that even in the case where actual data on changes in recreation
demand is available, use of a single preference structure to describe revealed and stated
preference behavior can cause biased coefficient estimates. Therefore different model
specifications are estimated that allow travel cost parameters to vary across different trip
counts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next, the freshwater spring of interest in the
study is discussed, followed by a discussion of the survey design and sample data. Then, we
present the econometric model and the results from the modeling process. We finish with our
concluding observations and remarks.

2. SITE OF INTEREST
The study focuses on a first magnitude spring in Northwest Florida that is managed as a park by
the county under an agreement with Florida DEP. The official name of the spring is Blue Spring
and it is located near Marianna in Jackson County. Since Florida has many springs named
“Blue,” it is generally referred to as Jackson Blue. The water flow from Jackson Blue averages
5.38 cubic meters per second (and that flow has varied in the range of 1.59–8.13 over time). In
the late 19th Century, the Jackson Blue Spring run was dammed a short distance from its
confluence with the Chipola River to create a 202 acre, 7 km long, body of water that is now
called Merritt's Mill Pond. From Memorial to Labor Day, the park is open for both swimming and
scuba diving, while at other times it is open to just scuba diving and a few special events. There
are other aquatic caves and springs on Merritt's Mill Pond, the most notable of which are Twin
Caves Spring and Hole in the Rock Spring (aka Hole in the Wall). These other caves are
currently only accessible via boat. In the study, we are interested in examining the impacts from
improving access to Twin Caves Spring.
The primary diving attraction at the site is an extensive aquatic cave system also named
Jackson Blue, whose entrance is at the head spring and whose main, water filled, passage
extends approximately a horizontal mile into the Floridan aquifer. With the presence of many
side passages, the cave actually contains well over 25,000 feet of water-filled passage. There is
also an extensive cavern area at the beginning of the cave. Approximately 200 feet from the
entrance into the cave is a chimney that allows divers to descend to the cave's main level,
which is about 95 feet in depth. Jackson Blue is considered to be one of the best cave dives in
Florida and divers come from all over the U.S. and overseas to dive the Jackson Blue Spring
cave system.
Recently, along a side passage, about 3800 feet into the cave, another entrance was
discovered, which is a sink hole on private property. At that entrance (technically an offset
sinkhole) more passage was discovered that has effectively doubled the known size of the
Jackson Blue cave system. The new section discovery is not yet well known and the section is
currently, for all practical purposes, inaccessible due to the main entrance location on private
property and a lack of any agreement with the landowner; however, as a park management
policy component to this research, we were interested in evaluating the economic benefit of
opening the new section to the diving community.

3. SURVEY DESIGN
The sample diver population was defined by obtaining registration information on each diver that
visited Jackson Blue Spring over the last 4 years. [4] As all divers are required to register with
the Jackson County Sherriff's office and that registration process includes providing address
information, the Sheriff's office provided a complete set of all domestic divers (N = 525) that had
ever registered to dive at Jackson Blue during the prescribed period. A copy of the survey was
mailed to all 525 divers in April of 2009, and while there was some data loss due to unintelligible
handwriting, and divers that had changed addresses, 186 usable responses were received, for

a 35% response rate. To increase the response rate, each survey recipient was told that each
completed survey would be entered into a random drawing for a $100 gift certificate at a local
Marianna dive shop that caters to cave and technical divers. [5]
The purpose of the survey was to derive a diver-specific demographic profile and to ask
questions regarding respondents’ diving behavior at Jackson Blue Spring. The survey
instrument was pretested on attendees at the Cave Diving Section of the National Speleological
Society annual meeting in Marianna in 2008, and the survey was refined based on their
responses.
In the survey, respondents were asked both revealed and stated preference questions related to
trip count. In terms of diving behavior, each diver was first asked how many day-trips were
taken to dive Jackson Blue over the last 12 months. We labeled this revealed preference trip
count RP_TRP. Next, three separate stated preference trip-count questions were asked to elicit
divers’ expected trips over the next 12 months, under both current conditions and with changes
in site-quality conditions. Specifically, each diver was asked how many trips they expected to
take over the next 12 months (TRP_SP). Eliciting the status quo stated preference response
and including a stated preference elicitation dummy in the empirical model provides a means to
control for hypothetical bias.
Next, respondents were presented with two hypothetical scenarios. First, they were told that
“there was another newly discovered cave near Jackson Blue that was roughly the same size as
Jackson Blue. Based on the number of trips you stated you would take over the next 12 months,
would the number of trips you expect to take to dive at Jackson Blue change?” If respondents
answered yes, they were then asked to state how many more or less trips they would take. This
stated preference trip count was termed, TRP_SP_NEWCAVE. Finally, as access to another
system (Twin Caves) is currently only available to divers via boat, we wanted to measure the
value of improved access to that cave system. Each respondent was asked, if “it was possible
to access Twin Caves from the shore, based on the number of trips you stated you would take
over the next 12 months, would the number of trips you expect to take to dive at Jackson Blue
change?” Again respondents were prompted to state their expected change in trip count based
on a yes response. This question provided a third stated preference trip count
(TRP_SP_ACCESS). Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics of the trip count and sociodemographic variables used in estimation.

Considering the trip count and variable means provides some interesting dive-specific
observations. First, in terms of trip counts, the sampled divers made, on average, almost nine
fresh water cave dives per year at the site. When asked about their expected number of dives
next year, divers stated a reduction in expected dives, to 6.67 dives in the forthcoming dive
season. This was surprising as many studies have suggested a tendency for “habit formation” in
a recreator's behavior. That is, because of previous visits or past experience, a recreator often
indicates that they expect to make more trips to a given site in the future ( [Provencher and
Bishop, 1997] and [Moeltner and Englin, 2004]). An expected decrease in trips might be
revealing that the dive experience at the site has reached a saturation point for some divers and
diminishing returns associated with increased familiarity with the site has set in. [6] However,
the descriptive statistics also indicated that the opening of a recently discovered new cave
system at the site increased the expected trip count (TRP_SP_NEWCAVE), as does, although
to a lesser extent, improving access to an existing cave system (TRP_SP_ACCESS). This

suggests that the proposed changes in site quality may have a positive impact on the diver
welfare measures.
The socio-demographic details are used to establish a typical cave diver profile. The majority of
cave divers are married men aged 45 years with an average annual income of approximately
$100,000. The majority of divers have either an apprentice or full certification level. Finally,
divers incur an average travel cost to the Jackson Blue site of $647. Travel costs are calculated
as round trip travel expenses, plus site fees, plus the opportunity cost of time estimates. Round
trip distance is estimated using the PC*Miler software. Per-mile travel costs are assumed to be
$0.48.7 The opportunity cost of time for the roundtrip travel is calculated as one-third the hourly
wage foregone assuming the average diver works 2080 h per year.

4. ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
A single-site travel cost model is estimated with the number of trips taken in a season as the
quantity demanded and the travel cost to access the site as the price variable. The basic model
is written as:
(1)

where the actual/expected number of trips taken to site y, by diver i, is a function of the travel
costs to access the site, TCyi, travel costs to a substitute site, TCsubi, a vector of sociodemographic and dive experience-related variables, zi, a vector of site quality attributes, q, and
a stated preference elicitation dummy variable, SP. Within the stated preference literature,
research has shown that values for non-market goods derived from stated preference survey
techniques often exceed revealed values ( [List and Gallet, 2001] and [Murphy et al., 2005]).
Therefore, a stated preference elicitation dummy variable is included to account for and
measure any hypothetical bias that might be present in the stated preference trip counts ( [Egan
and Herriges, 2006] and [Whitehead, 2005]).
As the dependent variable is a nonnegative integer with a high frequency of low trip counts, a
linear count panel data specification is estimated. For the single-site model, a basic count model
is assumed and is written as
(2)

where n indexes the number of trips. The Poisson model is typically used to study data of this
nature with a Poisson probability density function given by

(3)

where the parameter, λ, is the expected number of trips and is assumed to be a function of the
variables specified in the model. The number of trips each diver takes can then be observed
and Eq. (3) can be used to write the probability of observing that number of trips. The sample
likelihood function is
(4)

As we have collected diving demand data from the same set of individuals across different
scenarios (changes in scope and access), we pool the data for all individuals and responses.
The dependent variable is therefore constructed by stacking the four trip count measures
(TRP_RP, TRP_SP, TRP_SP_NEWCAVE, and TR_SP_ACCESS). This enables the joint
estimation of both revealed and stated preferences, however the pseudo-panel nature of the
data indicates that in addition to the explanatory variables, persistent individual differences may
also influence the level of diving demand (Hausman et al., 1984). To allow for variation across
divers that cannot be explained by the explanatory variables, the unobserved heterogeneity can
be accommodated in the model by reparameterizing the basic Poisson model. To do this, we
follow Hausman et al. (1984) and specify the random effects Poisson model as
(5)

where ui (=exp(ɛi)) is the individual specific random variable.

and

are correlated

because of ui, while
and
are uncorrelated by the assumption of independent ui. To
estimate the coefficients, ui is assumed to be distributed as a gamma random variable with
parameter (γ, δ) (normalized so that the mean is equal to 1, and the variance is 1/δ), so
(6)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function,
random effects specification takes the form

for z > 0.[8] The log likelihood for this

(7)

Coefficients are estimated by maximum likelihood using the Limdep 8.0 statistical software
package. We also present the overdispersion, or heterogeneity parameter, alpha, in the results
for all models.
As λ typically takes a log-linear form to ensure nonnegative trip counts, diving demand can be
specified as
(8)

where AGE, MALE, and INC represent respondents age, gender, and income levels,
respectively. [9] INTRO, APPRENTICE, and FULL are dummy variables indicating a
respondent's diving certification level, so for example, FULL is set equal to one if the respondent
has a achieved the full cave certification level. NEWCAVE and ACCESS are dummies for the
scope and access scenario variables. The β’s are the model coefficients to be estimated.
Average per-person per-trip consumer surplus (CS), or use value measures, can then be
computed using the estimated coefficients from the diving demand equation. The per-person
per-trip CS measure represents the value a diver places on diving at Jackson Blue and was
calculated as the difference between a diver's total willingness to pay for the trips and the total
trip cost, or price. Using the log-linear specification, per-person per-trip CS is measured as
(9)

where
is the individual's trip cost and
is the choke price at which the number of
trips declines to zero. The change in per-person per-trip CS due to the addition of the two
proposed changes in site quality (scope and access) is also calculated. The marginal value of a
site quality change is measured as

(10)

where
is the estimated travel cost parameter associated with a site quality change. Finally,
annual per-person CS measures are estimated by multiplying the per-trip CS estimates by the
average number of predicted trips taken each year, λ. Analogous to the per-trip measures, the
change in annual CS due to a site quality change is computed as
(11)

where λ* is the number of expected trips associated with a change in site quality.

5. RESULTS
In total, we ran four versions of the Poisson model with random effects. Model 1 is the basic
model that assumes the data are described by a single set of parameters (Table 2).

In Model 1, all regression coefficients are significant at the 1% level. The travel cost parameter
(TC_JB) is negative and significant indicating that divers living farther from the site take fewer
trips. The travel cost parameter on the substitute site also has the expected positive sign
indicating that divers living farther from the substitute site take more visits to Jackson Blue. The

high level of significance also indicates that the Devil's Cave system at Ginnie Springs (near
Gainesville, FL) is a strong substitute site for Jackson Blue.
All the diver-related coefficients are in-line with a priori expectations. The INCOME and MALE
variables are both positively correlated with trips, so cave diving is a normal good with men
more likely to take more trips. The AGE variable is, however, negatively correlated with trips, so
older cave divers take fewer trips. Diver certification level is also important. As the cavern
certification level is the omitted dummy, the results indicate that all divers with certification levels
above the cavern classification are more likely to take trips. This highlights the technical nature
of cave diving and the skill level and training commitment required to dive into a cave system.
Interestingly, the stated preference elicitation dummy is negative, indicating that divers expected
to take fewer trips to Jackson Blue in the forthcoming year under existing conditions. Perhaps,
the divers sampled believed that they had experienced most of the benefits that Jackson Blue
has to offer and this reduction in trips indicates diminishing returns as familiarity with the system
increases.
An important park management policy-based component of this research is to examine the
potential welfare implications of opening a newly discovered cave system near Jackson Blue
Spring (but connected to Jackson Blue underground) and improving access to an existing
system (Twin Caves). While the results indicate that divers are experiencing diminishing returns
under current site conditions, the positive coefficient on NEWCAVE suggests that opening up
the newly discovered cave system near the Jackson Blue cave will significantly increase the
number of trips taken. Likewise, it is hypothesized that cave access is important because divers
would like to minimize the time and effort involved in accessing cave systems. The positive
coefficient on ACCESS supports this notion, as divers expected to take significantly more trips
to the site if they could access the Twin Caves system from the shore rather than by boat as
currently exists.
As the welfare estimates depend upon an appropriate estimate of the travel cost coefficient, a
second model (Model 2) is estimated that tests whether diver travel cost preferences vary
across revealed and stated preference counts. In Model 2, the stated preference elicitation
dummy is interacted and included with the travel cost parameter. Model 2 is written as
(12)

where
is the marginal effect of the stated preference elicitation strategy on revealed travel
cost parameters. Results from Model 2 are largely similar to Model 1 in terms of the magnitude
and significance of the coefficient estimates. The finding of note here is that the interaction term
(TC_SP) is negative and significant, indicating that divers are using different travel cost
preferences when assessing their revealed and stated preference trip counts. The negativity of
TC_SP indicates that divers perceive an increasing disutility associated with accessing the site

in the future. A log likelihood ratio test confirms that Model 2 is preferable to Model 1 with at
least a 99% certainty. [10]
Also, previous research (Huang et al., 1997) has indicated that using a single preference
structure in a combined revealed and stated preference framework to evaluate site quality
changes can lead to biased coefficient estimates. To examine this, two more models (Models 3
and 4) are estimated that allow travel cost parameters to vary across different trip counts. In
these models, whether travel cost preferences are influenced by site quality changes is tested.
For Model 3, the marginal effect on baseline preferences
is included due to the
opening of a new cave system at the Jackson Blue site. In Model 4, the marginal effect on
baseline preferences
due to improving access to an existing cave system is
examined. Models 3 and 4 are written as
(13)

(14)

Analysis of results from Models 3 and 4 show that, as both
and
are
insignificant, changes in site quality do not seem to alter diver travel cost preferences. Log
likelihood ratio tests confirm that neither Model 3 nor Model 4 is preferable to Model 2 with at
least a 99% certainty level. [11] Overall, Model 2 is the preferred model.
Finally, consumer surplus is measured using the estimated parameters from Models 1 through
4. Per-person per-trip consumer surplus measures are calculated and the estimated average
predicted trip totals are used to compute per-person annual consumer surplus measures. [12]
Marginal per-person per-trip consumer surplus and marginal per-person annual consumer
surplus changes associated with adding the new cave system and improved access are also
calculated. Additionally, 95% confidence intervals around all the consumer surplus measures
are estimated using the Krinksy-Robb procedure. Finally, all estimates corrected for hypothetical
bias are presented with the stated preference elicitation dummy set to zero (Table 3).

Across all models, the magnitudes of the per-person per-trip and per-person annual consumer
surplus values do not vary substantially. In Model 2 (the preferred model), depending on
whether a hypothetical bias correction is used, the per-person per-trip consumer surplus values
under existing conditions range between $146 (with a 95% confidence interval between $143
and $149) and $167 (with a 95% confidence interval between $163 and $171). This translates
into per-person annual consumer surplus values between $1041 (with a 95% confidence
interval between $1020 and $1063) and $1101 (with a 95% confidence interval between $1075
and $1128). The results in Model 2 also indicate that adding a new cave system of similar scope
to the existing system increases per-person annual consumer surplus values by between $97
and $100, while improving access to a cave system increases per-person annual consumer
surplus values by approximately $50.
As a point of interest, the per-person per-trip consumer surplus values estimated in Model 3
(allowing travel cost preferences to vary across scope impacts) declines slightly with the
addition of a new cave (although this marginal effect is not statistically significant). In terms of
annual per-person values, even though per-trip values decline, the increase in the number of
expected trips generates a positive annual marginal consumer surplus measure. Finally, a
similar effect is found under the assumption of improved access to an existing cave system.
While again, not statistically significant, the marginal loss in per-person per-trip consumer

surplus associated with improved access is between $1.12 and $1.45. However, an increase in
expected trips due to improved access generates an increase in per-person annual consumer
surplus in the region of $47 in Model 4.
Finally, we use consumer surplus estimates from the preferred model and the annual divers
visiting Jackson Blue Spring to provide an aggregate valuation.13 The aggregate per-trip CS
estimates range from $73,000 to $83,500 depending on whether a hypothetical bias correction
is used. The aggregate annual CS under current site conditions is then in the region of
$575,000. The addition of a second cave system adds a marginal value of approximately
$50,000, while an improvement in access increases aggregate annual CS by roughly $25,000.

6. CONCLUSION
A single-site travel cost model was developed to provide the first economic valuation of
recreational cave diving. Revealed and stated preference data were jointly estimated to value
recreational cave diving at one of Florida's first magnitude springs with an associated aquatic
cave system under both existing conditions and site quality changes. Under existing conditions,
diver consumer surplus values were estimated to be approximately $146 to $167 per-person
per-trip. Based on the number of expected trips, this translates into approximately $1075 in
annual per-person consumer surplus. At the aggregate level, this equates to an approximate
$575,000 in annual consumer surplus.
The marginal values of site quality changes were also examined as (1) a new cave system was
recently discovered, and (2) there has been interest in adding land access to the existing Twin
Caves system that is currently only accessible via boat. The results show that divers are
sensitive to scope effects with an additional cave system increasing per-person annual
consumer surplus values by approximately $100. Improved access was also found to yield an
additional $50 in per-person annual consumer surplus.
Whether or not single preference structure assumptions hold when combining revealed and
stated preference data was also tested. We found that diver travel cost preferences vary across
revealed and stated preference counts, with divers perceiving an increasing disutility associated
with accessing the site in the future. As such, a model that includes an interactive stated
preference elicitation dummy with the travel cost parameter was preferred. However, we also
found that a single preference structure was appropriate when evaluating policy-based site
quality changes.

NOTES
1 A first magnitude spring has a cubic discharge rate of 100 cubic feet per second (2.83 cubic
meters per second) or more (Nordlie, 1990).
2 Parsons (2003) provides a detailed discussion on the travel cost model.
3 The change in access will not impact divers’ travel costs. As the Jackson Blue cave system
and Twin Caves system are very close together, the difference in distance to the new proposed
Twin Caves access point and the current access point is negligible.
4 The system has only been formally open to cave divers for about 4 years.
5 Based on the respectable response rate, we did not send potential respondents a follow-up
reminder post card or second survey, so each respondent only received one contact.
6 Another possibility, as highlighted by one reviewer, is that as the survey was administered in
April of 2009, the state of the struggling U.S. economy and its impact on diver expectations of
future income may have influenced divers’ stated preference for future trips under status quo
quality conditions.
7 According to AAA's “Your Driving Costs 2006” brochure
(http://www.viainfo.net/FaresAndPasses/YourDrivingCosts2006.pdf), a mid-size sedan driven
20,000 miles per year incurs $0.48 travel costs. We also tested a range of cost per mile
estimates, from $0.38 a mile (for a small sedan driven 20,000 miles a year) to $0.57 per mile
(for a large sedan driven 20,000 mile per year). Regression results did not differ significantly.
8 Following Hausman et al. (1984), the scale parameter, δ, is not identified here. We set δ = 1.
9 Income levels are estimated at the midpoint of the relevant income range for each diver.
Divers’ incomes, for those earning more than the upper bound limit ($155,000) or less than the
lower bound limit ($25,000) were set at the maximum and minimum levels, respectively.
10 λ = 2[−3787.6 − (−3718.6)] = 138 with 1 d.f.
11 A fifth model was also run that allowed for four different coefficients on the travel cost
variable for the four different trip counts. As the results were similar to Models 3 and 4 and a
likelihood ratio test suggested that Model 5 was not preferred to Models 3 and 4, the results
were omitted from the paper.
12 In all, average predicted trip totals, λ, are estimated under existing conditions, with the
addition of a new cave system, and with improved access conditions. To provide these
estimates, predicted trips are calculated for each individual in the sample using the estimated
model parameters. We then take an average of these counts for each model.
13 Based on the number of registered divers with the Jackson County Sheriff's Office and ad
hoc diver counts, we assume an annual visitor count of 500 divers.
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